Single cell recordings in area V1 of the macaque monkey had suggested that saliency effects from orientation contrast might be delayed compared to the representation of other stimulus properties. This conjecture was tested in three series of experiments on regular line patterns. Experiment 1 investigated the time courses of saliency effects evoked either by the onset of a single line or by a target that popped out from orientation contrast. Saliency effects from orientation contrast developed later than saliency effects related to stimulus onset. Experiment 2 measured the detectability of such targets in brief presentations. As expected, single line targets were detected at shorter presentation times than popout targets with orientation contrast. Experiment 3 finally investigated the temporal resolution of saliency effects from feature contrast in different dimensions. Line arrays with a popout target (e.g. an orthogonal line) were alternated with complementary line arrays in which the target and the non-target features were exchanged (e.g. all lines were orthogonal to those in the previous pattern). Thus, although feature contrast was present in every single stimulus display, saliency effects could only develop when alternation rates were slow enough to be resolved by the underlying saliency mechanisms. Feature flicker of this sort was tested in orientation, motion (direction), color and luminance. Saliency mechanisms encoding orientation contrast were slower than those encoding differences in luminance or color; motion contrast produced intermediate results that also differed between subjects.
Introduction
The salience of a stimulus is an important parameter in vision. Salient stimuli are detected faster than nonsalient stimuli (Neisser, 1967; Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Sagi & Julesz, 1985; Treisman, 1985; Nothdurft 1992 Nothdurft , 1993a Wolfe 1998) and attract the gaze and attention of an observer (Deubel, Findlay, Jacobs & Brogan, 1988; Nothdurft & Parlitz, 1993; Joseph & Optican, 1996; Nothdurft 1999) , thus effectively controlling the processes of visual recognition and identification. In a series of studies I have recently investigated saliency effects related to local feature contrast (e.g. Nothdurft, 1992 Nothdurft, , 1993a Nothdurft, ,b,c, 1995 . Lines that are orthogonal to neighboring lines, or move in a different direction, lines that are brighter than surrounding lines or display a different color, all appear to be salient and pop out from surrounding lines in homogeneous arrays (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986; Dick, Ullman & Sagi, 1987; Nagy & Sanchez, 1990; D'Zmura, 1991; Nothdurft, 1993b Nothdurft, , 1995 . Feature contrast, defined as a discontinuity in any of these stimulus dimensions, was found to be the one major parameter by which the salience of line elements in texture arrays is controlled (e.g. Nothdurft, 1993c Nothdurft, , 1994b Nothdurft, , 1997 .
Although the neural mechanisms underlying salience are not yet reliably identified, the possible role of contextual modulation of neural responses has often been discussed (Nothdurft, 1991b (Nothdurft, , 1992 (Nothdurft, , 1994a Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Sillito, Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro & Davis, 1995; Zipser, Lamme & Schiller, 1996; Kastner, Nothdurft & Pigarev, 1997; Nothdurft, Gallant & Van Essen, 1999) . Indeed, several feature properties that make targets perceptually pop out have also been shown to increase the responses of neurons in primate area V1. This was the case for lines differing in orientation from surrounding lines (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner et al., 1997; Kastner, Nothdurft & Pigarev, 1999; Nothdurft et al., 1999) and for lines moving in the opposite direction (Kastner et al., 1997 (Kastner et al., , 1999 . Increased responses were also seen for differences in line and texture motion (e.g. Allman, Miezin & McGuinness, 1990; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) , in texture or grating orientation (Lamme 1995; Sillito et al., 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Lee, Mumford, Romero & Lamme, 1998) and for differences in texture color, luminance, or disparity (Zipser et al., 1996) . However, although some properties of contextual modulation in area V1 seemed to correlate well with the perceived salience of a stimulus, other properties had not been studied. In a series of experiments I investigated three of these properties psychophysically. Each series was triggered by a physiological observation on single cells in area V1. The first study addressed the additivity of saliency effects produced by feature contrast in different dimensions (Nothdurft, 2000) . Data from single cell recordings predicted partial but not complete overlap of the mechanisms encoding salience effects from orientation or motion contrast. This was also observed psychophysically. The present study investigates time course and dynamics of saliency effects in different stimulus dimensions. A third paper will analyze the spatial properties of saliency mechanisms that are predicted from the spatial structure of contextual modulation in neural responses.
Temporal properties of saliency mechanisms
Single cell recordings in area V1 have shown that the responses signaling the presence of a stimulus (e.g. its onset, its position, its color and perhaps its orientation) generally occur earlier than the response modulations from feature contrast to neighboring stimuli. While the population response to a stimulus starts about 40 ms after stimulus onset, the first response differences between a line in a texture field with or without orientation contrast are only seen about 60 ms after stimulus onset (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lee et al., 1998; Nothdurft et al., 1999) ; other studies have reported slightly longer delays (Lamme 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) . Thus, if the response differences from contextual modulation, in particular the (relatively) enhanced responses to lines surrounded by orthogonal lines, represent the salience of such stimuli, one should expect that saliency effects are delayed in comparison to the detection of the stimulus itself (Fig. 1) .
I studied this prediction in three series of experiments. In the first series (Experiment 1) the salience of briefly presented test lines was measured and time courses of different saliency effects were compared. The results show that saliency effects from orientation contrast are delayed compared to those from the onset of a single line. This suggests that single lines and lines that pop out from orientation contrast should differ in their detectability at short presentation times. The prediction was tested, and confirmed, in the second series of experiments (Experiment 2) using a simple detection task. In the last series (Experiment 3) the temporal resolution of saliency mechanisms from feature contrast was measured in four dimensions (orientation, motion, luminance, and color) with popout stimuli that alternated in their properties. Only when alternation rates were low enough could targets be detected. Estimates of the critical feature flicker fusion frequency revealed different time courses for different saliency effects.
General methods

O6er6iew
The three experiments of the present study made use of different experimental techniques. Experiment 1 was designed as a matching experiment in which the salience of a test target presented in one half of the visual field was compared with the salience of a reference target presented in the other half (Nothdurft, 1993c (Nothdurft, , 2000 . Experiments 2 and 3 were designed as target detection tasks. . Patterns displayed two salient targets, one on each side of the fixation spot, and subjects had to decide which one was more salient. Test targets (a, orthogonal lines; b, single lines) were compared with reference targets (brighter lines) at different luminance. The two texture fields were randomly exchanged and presented at different durations. Presentation time of the test target field (in both examples on the left-hand side) was varied (17 -200 ms) , that of the reference target field (on the right-hand side) was held constant (200 ms). Both fields were simultaneously switched on and masked at different delays by (c) texture crosses made from the previously presented texture lines and their orthogonal counterparts. Masks always displayed texture arrays, even when the test target was a single line. In the course of the experiment, every test target condition was compared with 11 different reference targets to obtain salience ratings at different luminance levels.
The salience matching task
Stimuli were texture line arrays with two salient elements ( Fig. 2a and b) which were both made to pop out from the surrounding 'background' elements. Test targets were lines that were orthogonal to the surrounding lines (salience from orientation contrast; Fig. 2a ) or single lines with the surround left empty (salience from onset; Fig. 2b ). Reference targets had the same orientation as the surrounding background lines but were brighter than these. Test target and reference target fields were separated by an empty column in the center of the stimulus. Both target fields were replaced by texture arrays of crossed line pairs (mask; Fig. 2c ). In the course of a test, a given test target condition was compared with reference targets with differing luminance contrasts, and subjects were asked to indicate which of the two targets was more salient. Repeated presentations, in which test lines and reference lines were randomly exchanged, gave ratings of relative saliences (cf. Fig. 3 ) from which the exactly matched reference for a given test line was obtained. Details of the method are described elsewhere (Nothdurft, 2000) 2.1.2. The target detection task As in the matching task, stimuli were either texture arrays of identical line elements, with one orthogonal target, or single lines. In Experiment 3, further saliency effects were tested. Targets popped out because they were orthogonal, moved in a different direction, were brighter or darker than the background lines or differed from them in color. Only one target was present in all these patterns, and subjects were asked to indicate on which side of the screen it occurred. Texture fields were compact in these tests; only the center element over the fixation point was omitted (cf. Fig. 8a ).
Stimuli and stimulus presentation
Texture patterns contained arrays of parallel, oblique lines (9 45°); the actual line orientation was randomly selected from trial to trial. Only orientation-defined targets were orthogonal; all other targets had the same orientation as the background lines. Line elements were 1× 0.25 deg in size and were arranged in a 9×9 rectangular raster with a raster width of 1.9 deg; the exact line positions were slightly jittered (up to 90.2 deg). Test and reference targets appeared at eccentricities of 3.8-5.7 deg. Line motion was achieved from single displacements in the horizontal direction, at amplitudes of 6.5 min of arc. Test targets and background elements moved in opposite directions.
All stimuli were generated in DOS-based programs on a PC and were displayed on a 17 in. monitor, using standard VGA graphics modes. In the matching experiment, resolution was 640 by 480 pixels at 60 Hz refreshing rate (non-interlaced). In the two detection task experiments, temporal resolution was increased by using another VGA modus with a refreshing rate of 100 Hz (non-interlaced) and a spatial resolution of 384× 480 pixels. The exact stimulus timing in these modes was verified in separate control runs.
The monitor was placed 67 cm in front of the subject, which resulted in a pixel size of about 2 min of arc (0.036 deg) in the matching task (resolution 640×480). Texture patterns covered a visual field of 16.5 ×16.5 deg. Except for the color test in Experiment 3, all stimuli were white on a dark (gray) background. In the color test, lines were red or green; the colors were matched in luminance for each individual subject by heterochromatic flicker photometry. Fig. 3 . Salience ratings of subject HCN for test targets (a, popout targets; b, single lines) at different presentation times. The ordinate plots the percentage of trials in which the reference target was rated as more salient (0%, always the test target selected; 100%, always the reference target selected). Data points were fitted by sigmoidal curves to obtain the matched luminance value of each individual test condition (arrows). These values were used as a measure of the salience of the target.
In Experiments 1 and 2, texture patterns were masked (Fig. 2c) , i.e. all lines were replaced by crosses made of the stimulus lines and orthogonal lines at the actual line positions. Masks always resembled texture fields, even when only a single line, with empty surround, was shown in the test field. Neither test nor reference targets could be detected once the mask was switched on. Masks were shown for 500 ms and immediately followed stimulus presentation time.
Subjects
Experiments were carried out by five subjects -four (three female, one male) who were paid for their participation, and the author (male). Subjects were between 17 and 50 years old and all had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity. One subject (SW) was deuteranomolous; all other subjects had normal color vision (Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test).
The experiments described here were carried out over 2-3 months in sessions of 1-2 h each. Before the series were started it was confirmed that subjects could easily detect orientation-defined targets in stimulus presentations of 150 ms or less, and reliably performed the matching task. Three subjects who had not performed such tasks before went through an initial training period of two to four sessions to become familiar with the tasks and to improve detection of orientation popout in brief presentations. The other two subjects did not require special training as to this point.
Test procedures and analysis
All experiments were performed while subjects fixated a green spot in the center of the screen. In the first sessions fixation was controlled by means of a video camera. Since all subjects fixated well, right from the beginning of the tests, controls were only occasionally made in later sessions.
Subjects indicated the side with the target (detection task) or the more salient target (matching task) by pressing specific keys on either side of the keyboard. They could take as much time as they wanted to reply. The new stimulus presentation started 1-1.5 s after the response.
Salience matching task
Every test target condition was compared with 11 reference targets, in a random sequence. Data points from the different ratings were fitted by sigmoidal curves. The 50% values of these were taken as the matching points; the respective test targets were considered to be as salient as reference targets at this luminance. Each specific target combination (individual data points in Fig. 3 ) was presented 30-50 times; the number of repetitions (N) depended on the rating valThe different graphics modes used (60 or 100 Hz) produced slightly different stimulus luminance. In the salience matching task (Experiment 1) background texture lines had a luminance of 6.9 cd/m 2 on 1.7 cd/m 2 screen luminance. Test targets were displayed at the same luminance as background lines, while reference lines were generally brighter than these. Luminance settings were controlled by 6-bit computer values (0, …, 63). Background lines had the value 23; reference lines varied between 23 and 53 (corresponding to 6.9-35.6 cd/m 2 ). In this range, the computer values were linearly related to the logarithm of the measured monitor luminance. For convenience, therefore, these values are used to quantify salience in Experiment 1. In the detection tasks (Experiments 2 and 3) texture lines had a luminance of 11.3 cd/m 2 on 4.7 cd/m 2 screen luminance. Only in the color and luminance tests of Experiment 3 were texture lines slightly brighter (17.9 cd/m 2 for color; 47.6 vs. 11.3 cd/m 2 for luminance).
ues obtained (adaptive N) and was adjusted during the run so that the standard error of the mean did not exceed 10% (Nothdurft, 2000) . The method automatically increased the number of presentations near the matching point (50%). In the measurements presented here, data curves as in Fig. 3 were typically obtained from two series of measurements with 11 reference targets each. Thus, each salience match for a given test condition was based on a total of 370 -500 stimulus presentations. It usually took two times 10 -15 min to complete the two tests.
Detection tasks
The different target conditions were interleaved and presented in random sequence. A target detection run usually lasted 10-20 min, with 30 repetitions of the different test conditions (different presentation times or flicker rates). Data from two or more repeated runs were added for final analysis.
The data obtained in the various tasks were fitted by appropriate curves using non-linear fitting algorithms. These curves were selected for their plausibility to resemble properties of the possibly underlying physical functions. Salience ratings (Experiment 1) were fitted by sigmoidal curves, y= 100/(1 + e
); the two independent variables, a 0 and a 1 , define the matched luminance value (a 0 ) and the slope of the curve (a 1 ). The data of the detection task in Experiment 2 were fitted with curves representing cumulative processes, y = a 0 + a 1 · 0.5 · (1+ erf((− x −a 2 )/(2 · a 3 ))), where erf(n) is the Gaussian error function of n. Flicker fusion data (Experiment 3) were fitted with dosage -response logistic curves, y= a 0 + a 1 /(1+ (x/a 2 ) a 3 ), with a 0 and a 1 both set to 50%; a 2 then gives the 75% value, i.e. 50% detectability.
Experiment 1. Salience of popout versus single targets
Objects do not need to appear together with other objects in order to catch attention; even a single object can be salient if it is the only item in the area looked at. For objects that are brighter or darker than background one can describe this salience in terms of luminance contrast to the surrounding background. In the following experiment, the salience of a single line on empty background, and the salience of a line that popped out from a texture line array by orientation contrast, were compared ( Fig. 1) . The main interest was in the time course of how salience develops in these two conditions.
Methods
Stimulus patterns showed single or popout test targets on one side of the stimulus and reference targets on the other side ( Fig. 2a and b ). Test and reference target fields were randomly exchanged and subjects were asked to indicate the side with the more salient target. All five subjects participated in the experiment.
All background lines had the same orientation that was randomly selected (left or right oblique) for each new trial. Reference targets and single line test targets shared this orientation; popout test targets were orthogonal. Test target fields were shown for various presentation times (17-200 ms) and immediately masked thereafter. In order to compare them with a constant reference condition, reference targets (and their texture surrounds) were always shown for 200 ms and then masked. Thus, the two halves of the stimulus pattern were simultaneously switched on but could be masked at different delays.
The various test conditions were blocked in different ways. At the beginning, single line targets and popout conditions were tested in separate runs; different presentation times were intermixed within these blocks. All subjects were tested with this procedure but two of them seemed to be slightly confused by the variable presentation times within each block. One subject reported having difficulties in comparing saliences in these stimuli, her ratings being affected by the different delays of mask onset. This subject, in fact, produced saliency ratings that were absolutely identical for the single line and the popout condition. In order to minimize confusion and to ensure that the two target conditionssingle line versus popout -could be compared directly, the experiment was repeated in a different way so that only one presentation time was tested within each block but single line and popout conditions were intermixed. Salience matches for different presentation times were obtained from different blocks carried out in sequence. Three subjects were tested using this procedure. Two of them produced results similar to those in the previous test. The subject who had produced indistinct curves in the first test, now produced data comparable to those of the other subjects. Fig. 3 shows salience ratings of subject HCN for the two targets at different presentation times. The graphs illustrate the measurements taken for each test condition. Ratings for popout targets are plotted in Fig. 3a , salience ratings obtained with the single line target in Fig. 3b . The data points indicate the different saliences these targets had produced. For example, a reference target at luminance value 35 appeared to be more salient than a single line or popout test target of 17 or 33 ms duration (ratings well above 50%) but less salient than a single test line at 67 ms presentation time (ratings below 50%). All salience ratings of a given test of the computed matched luminance values. The single line and the popout conditions generally differed in salience. At short presentation times popout targets were barely visible and not at all salient (values below 23), whereas single lines were already detected. With increasing presentation time, saliences increased. The salience of popout targets reached a plateau at 80-100 ms (subject HCN) or 120 ms (NQ, WW) and remained constant for longer presentation times, whereas the salience of the single line continued to increase (not for WW). Both curves appear to be temporally shifted at short presentation times, consistent with the predictions from contextual response modulation in area V1. For subjects NQ and HCN, the single test target was always more salient than the popout line; this was also true for the remaining two subjects. Subject WW showed the same preference at short presentation times, but found popout targets more salient than single lines at longer presentation times (above 100 ms).
Results
Fig . 5 shows the mean data of all five subjects. For each subject, data were taken from the second test procedure if available (see Section 3.1). Salience curves are significantly displaced (paired t-test; t\ 5.38, PB 0.005; a simple sign test applied to the data in Fig. 5 already gives PB 0.05); the time shift at short presentation times (17 ms at presentation times around 50 ms) is consistent with the different timing of V1 responses encoding the presence (onset) of a stimulus or its orientational popout (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) .
Discussion
The data in Figs. 4 and 5 show two interesting results. First, at short presentation times, the salience of a popout target is systematically lower than that of a single line. The two curves appear to be shifted in time, condition were fitted by a sigmoidal curve from which the 50% value was computed (arrows). These 'matched luminance values' resemble the relative saliences of the according test conditions. In both sets of graphs in Fig.  3 , the different curves are well separated, indicating that the saliences of both single line and popout targets strongly increased with stimulus presentation time. However, the two sets of curves in Fig. 3a and b are slightly displaced with respect to each other, indicating that the single line targets were generally more salient than the popout targets, at these presentation times.
The complete saliency estimates of three subjects are plotted in Fig. 4 ; the bars indicate the standard errors suggesting that saliency effects from orientation contrast need longer to be established than saliency effects from the onset of the target. Second, while saliency effects from orientation contrast initially increased with presentation time, they did not accumulate over more than 80-150 ms thus quickly reaching the salience level of a continuously presented popout target. Both findings were consistently seen in the data of all subjects (cf. Fig. 4) .
It is not clear which saliency mechanisms were tested in the single line condition. Lines were brighter than background, so that the salience of the single line target could have been caused by luminance contrast. However, the whole pattern was also masked by an array of crosses. The test line at the target position occurred before the masking elements elsewhere, and salience might also have been an effect of onset asynchrony (Theeuwes, 1991; Leonhards, Singer & Fahle, 1996) . However, this distinction between saliency effects would be irrelevant for the major distinction made here, between responses reflecting the onset of the stimulus and response components reflecting contextual modulation. Electrophysiology has shown that the onset of responses and the onset of differential contextual effects are delayed. While we might argue that the saliency effects from orientation contrast are based on the delayed contextual modulation, we do not really know which information is encoded in the early response and which perceptual processes would make use of it. The observation that some processes (e.g. popout of luminance contrast or popout from onset asynchrony) were faster than others (e.g. popout from orientation contrast) is consistent with the delay in single cell responses. Thus, as a whole, the different time courses of saliency effects in Figs. 4 and 5 would be consistent with the earlier proposed model that salience might be reflected by the mean responses in area V1 (Nothdurft, 1994b (Nothdurft, , 1997 .
The relatively late onset of saliency effects from orientation contrast is in agreement with earlier studies on the detectability of popout targets in briefly presented texture patterns (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Sagi & Julesz, 1985) . In addition, the present study has shown that this onset is delayed compared to saliency effects from single stimuli, and that the time course of both saliency effects can be related to respective differences in the time course of response properties observed in single cells of the primate area V1.
The exact estimates of the delay between the onset of the population response in area V1 and the onset of differential modulatory effects varied across studies (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . The time shifts in Figs. 4 and 5 are relatively small (10 -20 ms) but in the same range as the response delays found by Knierim and Van Essen (1992) on alert monkeys and by Nothdurft et al. (1999) on anesthetized animals. Similar such delays were also seen for response variations near texture boundaries, both in alert (Lee et al., 1998) and anesthetized animals (Nothdurft, Gallant & Van Essen, 2000) . Two other studies on the alert monkey reported slightly longer delays (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) . But since these two studies also reported responses reflecting figural effects (which might have involved cognitive processes and thus perhaps more complex processing than the saliency effects investigated here), the different estimates may not be directly comparable. However, all studies agreed on the fact that differential responses associated with feature contrast are delayed against the responses signaling the presence of the stimulus per se, as now was also found psychophysically.
It is not obvious to me why saliency effects from orientation contrast did not accumulate over longer periods of time. In single cells in area V1 of anesthetized, paralyzed monkeys, differential contextual modulatory effects are sustained and do not vanish after they have been established . However, sustained responses may be less prominent in normal vision where stimuli are not stabilized on the retina. In this case, transient responses might predominate and limit the extent of response integration over time. In four subjects, the salience of the single line consistently exceeded that of the popout target, even at long presentation times. This would also correspond to response variations in area V1 for these two conditions. Responses to a line in a texture field were generally smaller than those to the same line presented alone .
Experiment 2. Detection of briefly presented stimuli
The observation from electrophysiology that the differential effects from contextual modulation in V1 are delayed against the responses to the onset of a stimulus, and the related finding of Experiment 1 that saliency effects of single lines and popout targets have different time courses, also suggest a systematic difference in the detectability of single lines and popout targets. In brief presentations, single lines should be seen better than targets that pop out from orientation contrast. The following experiment was a modification of Experiment 1 designed to study this prediction in a detection task.
Methods
Patterns contained single lines or popout targets as in Experiment 1 but no reference targets. Background elements (if present) and masking crosses covered the entire field (except the fixation point). Subjects had to indicate in which half of the stimulus pattern the target was found. In order to improve the temporal resolution of this test, the monitor display was run at a higher refreshing rate (100 Hz) at the cost of horizontal resolution (see Section 2). Given the relatively large size of the texture line stimuli and their simple form, this reduction in the representation of spatial details was not disturbing. Texture patterns (similar to Fig. 8a ) or single lines were presented for 10-150 ms and then masked. All five subjects participated in this experiment.
Results
Figs. 6 and 7 show increasing detection rates with increasing stimulus presentation time. In Fig. 6 , individual data curves are plotted together with the mean data of all five subjects. Detection rates for single lines (Fig.  6a) increased much faster than the detection rates for popout targets (Fig. 6b) . The differences between the curves were significant (paired t-test, t \ 3.24, PB 0.02), in particular if the 10 ms data points (performance at chance) were not included (t\4.74, PB 0.005; sign test, P B 0.005). This is also seen in Fig.  7a where the two mean data curves are superimposed. Detection rates differed considerably between subjects; the two extremes are shown in Fig. 7b . Subject HCN produced the steepest slopes in the two conditions; subject SW the most shallow ones. However, irrespective of these differences, which may reflect different levels of experience in such tasks, both subjects saw the single targets far better, at short presentation times, than the identical lines in the popout condition.
Discussion
While the time courses observed for popout targets generally confirm earlier observations (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Sagi & Julesz, 1985) including the variations among subjects (cf. Bergen & Julesz, 1983, Fig. 2) , the main interest of the present study was in possible differences between single lines and popout targets.
The findings of Experiment 2 again confirm the predictions from single cell physiology. At short presentation times, single lines were seen better than the targets defined by orientation contrast, consistent with the different time courses of the two saliency mechanisms measured in the previous experiment. This finding is similar to an observation from a very different but probably related experiment. Sutter and Graham (1995) investigated the time course of texture segregation mechanisms using the speed-accuracy trade-off method. Different to the present study where stimulus presentation time was varied, Sutter and Graham requested their subjects to respond at various delays after stimulus onset, thus measuring the time course of performance after stimulus onset. With their unique stimuli, the 'embedded-rectangle Gaussian-blob' condition can be segmented by detecting orientation differences in the pattern, and thus is similar to the orientation contrast condition in the present study. Their 'Gaussianblob rectangle-only' condition does not require the analysis of orientation differences but can be seen directly from the Gaussian blobs; it thus is more comparable to the single line condition of the present study. (In fact, however, subjects had to distinguish the segmented rectangles by their form, not just detect them. This may have required an additional step of analysis, compared to the present study.) Sutter and Graham found consistent differences between the two conditions; the embedded-rectangle condition (comparable to the orientation contrast condition in my experiments) was delayed against the rectangle-only condition (comparable to the single line case), in close agreement with the findings presented here. However, the strongest delays were seen for 2nd-order, or 'complex' texture properties (Nothdurft, 1985; Graham & Sutter, 1998) which were not studied in the present investigation.
The close relation between response properties of single cells in area V1 and the dynamics of salience perception provides further evidence for the model that popout of orientation is neuronally based on the contextual response modulation in early visual processing. In addition, the observed difference between popout targets and single lines demonstrates that the detection of popout is qualitatively different from the detection of the (popout) target per se (cf. Nothdurft, 1991a) , which seems to be in conflict with implicit assumptions of the feature theory of popout (cf. Treisman, 1988) . If popout were based on the detection of the target itself, the two target conditions in Fig. 1 should have produced the same detection rates. If, on the other hand, popout is not based on the detection of the target but is based on the feature contrast to surrounding objects, stimulus detection and the detection of popout could be based on different mechanisms, with potentially different time courses, as found (Figs. 6 and 7) . A similar conclusion about a distinction of target features and popout properties was drawn from earlier experiments studying salience variations of identical targets with different feature contrast (Nothdurft, 1991b (Nothdurft, , 1992 (Nothdurft, , 1993b . Sagi and Julesz (1987) have found that the speed by which a line is detected from orthogonal lines, depends on the number of lines or, as the lines were presented in a fixed frame, on their density on the display. In short presentations, orthogonal lines are seen better in dense or very coarse line arrangements than in medium densities. Does this mean that the time course of salience is affected by the spatial properties of the stimulus? To some extent this is likely the case. Contextual modulation is based on interactions between neighboring stimuli, hence spatial aspects should play a role. However, it is unlikely that the observed latency differences between saliency effects were due to the different arrangements of lines alone. The experiments by Sagi and Julesz showed that popout targets were detected better when the line density was increased. We also found salience to increase with line density in the third part of the study (Nothdurft, submitted) . With respect to density, the line arrangements used in the present study were in the optimal range, but still single lines were detected faster than lines that popped out. Sutter and Graham used almost identical stimuli in their stimulus conditions discussed above, and found differences similar to those reported here. The fact that targets in very sparse arrangements were better seen in Sagi and Julesz's study may, perhaps, reflect the faster saliency effects of single lines, demonstrated in the present work.
Experiments 1 and 2 have shown that the detection of (orientation) differences between lines, and hence of popout (of orientation) is slower than that of a single line itself. While this might be true for differences in orientation or motion, it intuitively seems to be wrong for differences in luminance. A target that pops out because it is brighter than surrounding elements (like the reference targets in Experiment 1) might be detected by similar mechanisms as a single target, which also is brighter than its (empty) surround. This suggests that the time courses of saliency effects from feature contrast might be different for different dimensions.
Experiment 3. Critical feature flicker fusion frequencies (C4F) for popout
I studied this problem with a slightly different experimental approach, by measuring the temporal resolution of the underlying saliency mechanisms. Assume that the pattern in Fig. 8a is rapidly alternated with that in Fig. 8b , in which all line elements are orthogonal to those in the previous pattern. Both stimuli display orientation contrast. But if saliency effects take time to develop, the target would not pop out if the alternation of these two stimuli is too fast. By varying the alternation rate we may find the critical frequency at which targets start, or fail, to pop out. Above this frequency, the underlying mechanisms cannot establish modulation from feature contrast for the varying stimuli, and saliency effects disappear. Critical feature flicker fusion frequencies, abbreviated as 'C4F', were estimated for orientation contrast (Fig. 8a and b) , motion contrast, luminance contrast ( Fig. 8c and d) and color contrast.
Methods
Experiments were designed as detection tasks; subjects had to detect the (popout) target that differed from the other elements on the screen. Stimulus patterns were texture line arrays as in Experiment 2 and as illustrated in Fig. 8 . In different test series, four types of targets were studied: lines that popped out from orientation contrast (orthogonal lines), motion contrast (lines that moved in the opposite direction to surrounding lines), luminance contrast (lines brighter or darker than all other lines nearby), or color contrast (green lines among red ones or vice versa). The important feature of this experiment was that targets and background elements regularly exchanged their properties. That is, lines were replaced by orthogonal lines (Fig. 8a  and b) or changed their direction of motion; bright lines were replaced by dimmer lines and vice versa ( Fig.  8c and d) and colored lines exchanged their colors. In the new pattern, targets again popped out from orientation, motion, luminance, or color contrast but target features were now those of the background elements in the previous pattern. Flicker frequencies of the two complementary stimuli were varied between 50 and 2.5 Hz as available from the monitor frame rate at high temporal resolution (100 Hz).
The flickering stimulus was shown for 1 s, and subjects were asked to indicate on which side they saw the different element (two-alternative forced choice). To avoid onset effects at medium flicker rates, each presentation started with a 60 ms period (3 cycles) of high-frequency alternations (50 Hz). This was necessary because subjects sometimes detected the target in the very first pattern, although they failed to resolve the subsequent flickering presentation. High-frequency alternations were also shown at the end of each trial, but subjects usually responded before the 1 s period had passed; the response then terminated the presentation. Fig. 8 ). Data of all five subjects (dashed curves, different symbols) with means superimposed (thick curve) and SEM. Subject SW was deuteranomolous and not included in the means of the color test. became minimal. Most subjects reported small residual flicker even in this condition. The deuteranomolous subject, SW, failed to detect color popout from the tested combination in brief presentations. His data served as a control.
Test conditions were blocked for the type of feature contrast (orientation, motion, luminance, color); trials with different flicker rates were intermixed. Each test lasted about 20-30 min with 30 repetitions for each test condition. Blocks were processed in random order; every block was tested twice on each subject. This gave 60 repetitions for each data point in Figs. 9 and 11. Fig. 9 plots the percentage of correctly detected targets against the cycle frequency of the feature flicker, for all four tests. Mean data curves (bold) are shown together with the individual data curves of each subject (dashed). All subjects detected the targets at low feature flicker rates, but their performances deteriorated with increasing frequency, and all subjects failed to detect the targets at the highest flicker rates available. However, the different stimulus dimensions produced quite different transitions. For orientation flicker (Fig. 9a) , transitions occurred between 3 and 15 Hz; four subjects revealed similar performance, only one subject (HCN) produced a slightly displaced curve. For luminance flicker (Fig. 9b) the curves of the different subjects were slightly scattered but transitions were generally shifted to higher frequencies (6-50 Hz). For color flicker (Fig.  9c ) all data curves are remarkably similar (transitions at 7-50 Hz), except that of the deuteranomolous subject, SW, whose performance was expectedly poor in this task. For directional flicker (Fig. 9d) , performances of In the color test, colors were matched in luminance; color settings for the red and green lines were adjusted, individually for each subject, so that flicker at 25 Hz Fig. 11 . Temporal resolution of saliency effects in different dimensions, as in Fig. 10 , for three subjects. Orientation, color, and luminance modulations (continuous curves) produced consistent data in all subjects. Saliency effects from color or luminance modulation had higher temporal resolution than saliency effects from orientation contrast. Motion contrast (dashed curves) produced inconsistent response characteristics across subjects. For subject WW, the temporal resolution of motion contrast was similar to that of orientation contrast. For subject HCN, temporal resolution was very high and even above that of color and luminance targets. For subject NQ, temporal resolution was intermediate.
Results
continuously decreased (subject HCN). For orientation (cf. Fig. 8a and b) , high flicker rates (50 Hz) gave the impression of a flicker free arrangement of crosses all over the pattern. When frequency was reduced, lines began to flicker (25 Hz) and soon appeared to flip over in orientation (about 10 Hz). Flips that occurred out of phase helped to identify the target at this stage. When flicker rate was further reduced, target detection improved, and targets became more salient. The perceptual impressions obtained with luminance (cf. Fig. 8c and d) and color targets were different. While 50 Hz flicker still produced apparently static patterns, targets were detected when flicker began (15-25 Hz). Interestingly, the impression of color modulation at these frequencies was less strong than the impression of out-of-phase variations between background lines and the target. Alternating motion, i.e. to-and-fro movements in opposite directions were detected at particularly high frequencies by this subject. The target was frequently detected at 25 Hz, although the different movement directions were not yet distinguished at this frequency. Even at frequencies around 12.5 Hz, when targets were reliably seen, the impression of movement in opposite directions was less clear than the impression of an 'odd man out'. Thus it seems that movement perception and target detection based on movement differences follow different time courses in this subject. All other subjects produced detection rates with transitions at lower frequencies.
The curves for different feature dimensions are directly compared in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 gives an overview of the mean data curves, while Fig. 11 shows examples of three individual subjects to illustrate the different transitions observed. All graphs indicate a systematic difference between orientation flicker (filled circles), on the one hand, and color or luminance flicker (open symbols), on the other hand. Luminance and color targets were generally detected at higher frequencies than orientation targets. The mean data revealed 75% performance at frequencies 7.7 Hz for orientation, compared to 17.5 Hz for luminance and 15.7 Hz for color; these large differences were significant (paired t-test: t\ 5.0, PB 0.01). While targets that changed their luminance in antiphase to that of surrounding lines were reliably detected at 10 Hz alternation rate, targets with orientation contrast to neighboring lines were often not seen at this frequency but required longer presentation of the individual patterns (about half this feature flicker rate) to be detected with similar reliability. These differences were consistent for all subjects (cf. Fig. 11 ).
Motion flicker (dashed curves in Figs. 10 and 11), i.e. spatial displacements to and fro that were out of phase for the target and background elements, produced inconsistent results among the subjects. For subject WW (Fig. 11a) , the curves obtained for motion were similar the five subjects differed considerably (transitions 3-50 Hz); one subject (WW) failed to detect the target at flicker frequencies near 8 Hz whereas another subject (HCN) could still detect it at the double frequency.
It might be interesting to describe the percept obtained with these patterns when flicker frequency is to those obtained for orientation, whereas subject HCN was far more sensitive to displacement flicker (Fig.  11c) . Subject NQ produced data in between the orientation and the color or luminance flicker data (Fig. 11b) . These variations across subjects resulted in a flatter mean data curve for motion flicker than for any other flicker tested (cf. Fig. 10 ). The 75% level of this curve (11.7 Hz) lay between the values for orientation and color or luminance; the differences of the means were not significant over the sample (t B 1.9).
Discussion
The data confirm the above results (Experiments 1 and 2) that orientation discontinuities in a pattern are detected by rather slow mechanisms; the temporal resolution was below 10 Hz. The mechanisms detecting discontinuities in motion were similarly slow in most subjects, only one subject detected movement differences at very high alteration rates. Quite in contrast, discontinuities in luminance or color were detected through faster processes, with temporal resolutions of up to 20-30 Hz. This indicates that saliency effects are generated by different neural mechanisms, as was conjectured above. Differences in orientation or motion, two features that are encoded in area V1 but not before, would require cortical processing in order to be detected. Differences in luminance or color, two features already encoded in the retina, might be detected by processes at earlier processing stages. This view is consistent with the single cell data that motivated the present study. The response components that represent orientation contrast of the stimulus in the receptive field, are delayed compared to the response components representing the stimulus itself, and hence its brightness and color.
These results are also interesting in the context of studies on 'phantom contours' (Rogers-Ramachandran & Ramachandran, 1998) . Rapid flicker of black and white stimuli can produce the perception of borders where adjacent stimuli are flickering out of phase, even when the flicker itself or the temporal relationship are not resolved. Phantom contours are visible at 15 Hz, a flicker rate similar to that at which targets with luminance or color differences were reliably detected in the present study. Forte and co-workers (Forte, Hogben & Ross, 1999) have recently studied the spatial relationship of luminance flicker. They reported convincing evidence of two segmentation mechanisms, one operating at high frequencies and over a short distance, the other operating at flicker rates below 10 Hz and over larger distances. It appears that phantom contours are produced by the short-range mechanisms. We also observed two different mechanisms encoding saliency from feature contrast in the present study. One, for luminance and color, was activated by flicker rates above 10 Hz; whether performance at high flicker rates would deteriorate when line spacing were increased was not tested. The other saliency mechanism, that for orientation, did not follow such high flicker rates and may be more similar to the slow mechanism observed for luminance flicker with distant stimuli. However, the differences observed in the present study were not associated with different perceptual systems, like boundary and surface systems, as proposed by RogersRamachandran and Ramachandran (1998) . Orientation contrast produces popout and the percept of texture borders just as luminance or color contrast do, but apparently at a different temporal resolution. One may speculate whether the inconsistent performance of subjects with directional flicker (motion salience), and in particular the high performance of subject HCN, could not be due to some activation of the short-range, high-frequency mechanism by the jumping, i.e. the on and off setting lines. Further work would be necessary to confirm or reject this explanation.
The performance of individual subjects could deviate considerably from the means in the different tasks of Experiment 3. While the poor performance of subject SW in the color tests is explained by his color deficiency, the higher performance of subject HCN in the orientation and particularly in the motion tasks was unexpected. However, this subject (the author) has experienced a considerable amount of training over the last 10-15 years, which could perhaps explain his better performance in detecting popout of orientation or motion. Several studies have demonstrated dramatic and specific learning effects in texture discrimination (Karni & Sagi, 1991) and popout (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1996) which could explain his improved performance. However, no training effects were found for the detection of color or luminance contrast; in these tasks HCN's performance was similar to that of the other subjects in the study. Interestingly, this subject also produced the steepest slopes in Fig. 7 , not only for the detection of popout targets but also for the detection of single lines. This suggests that he was particularly alert to the timing properties of the stimuli.
Given the low temporal resolution of color information in vision (Swanson, Ueno, Smith & Pokorny, 1987) , the observed high flicker fusion frequencies in the color tasks may be astonishing and raise suspicions about possible luminance artifacts. However, subject SW who could not easily distinguish the colors used in this test, revealed flicker fusion frequencies that were strongly reduced compared to those of the other subjects. Since his performance with luminance flicker was not reduced (and, in fact, was even slightly better than that of other subjects; cf. Fig. 9b, crosses) , the high fusion frequencies observed by the other subjects with color flicker are unlikely to have been due to residual luminance variations.
Conclusions
In summary, the experiments of this study have shown that salience effects based on orientation contrast have a time course different to that of salience effects based on the presence or occurrence of a stimulus. This confirms the predictions made from single cell data and thus provides further evidence that salience from orientation contrast correlates with contextual modulation in area V1. In addition, Experiment 3 has shown that saliency effects in different dimensions have different time courses; saliences from luminance or color modulation are generally evoked by mechanisms with higher temporal resolution than saliences from orientation contrast and, with one exception, motion contrast. Thus, although different saliency effects produce the same functional effects in vision -for example, attract gaze and attention of the observer -the underlying mechanisms seem to be different.
